
Enrique Holmes, answering the call to ministry and the marketplace, emerged as a prophetic voice

resonating locally and globally. Acknowledging his spiritual lineage under Apostle Travis and Pastor

Stephanie Jennings of Harvest Tabernacle Church, Enrique embraces his commission as a prophetic

voice for this generation. Enrique Holmes, happily married to his beloved wife Briona Holmes for one

year, stands as a dynamic and transformative leader, weaving prophetic sounds of hope and

encouragement into the fabric of worship and ministry.

A compelling and prolific preacher, Enrique possesses an intense desire to set the world ablaze for

God. Evolving into an influential voice, he encourages believers nationwide with the powerful

declaration that "absolutely nothing is too hard for God!" Through radical prophetic declarations and

innovative worship, Enrique invites people of all ages to worship the Lord wholeheartedly.

Enrique's journey began at the age of three when he discovered his musical gift as a member of the

children's choir in his childhood church. A defining moment at age seven, marked by the overpowering

presence of God during his singing, became the catalyst for his passionate worship and complete life

submission to Christ.

As a Davidic minstrel, Enrique possesses an attuned ear and heart for God, crafting a heavenly sound

that leads the Body of Christ into God's presence. A gifted songwriter, his works feature prominently on

various projects. Known for his prophetic expression, Enrique connects with the divine stream, riding

the current of glory as he releases the song of the Lord.

In 2016, Enrique experienced a prophetic manifestation, recording his first Live Album, "Try Again Live."

His debut single, "Miracle Worker," soared to #2 on the Billboard charts for Hot Single Sales and #20 for

Hot Gospel Songs. His album, "Try Again Live," released on July 19, 2018, debuted at #3 on the Billboard

Top Gospel Albums charts. The follow-up single, "Something Big," claimed a spot in the Top 20 on the

Billboard Hot Gospel Songs Charts. Enrique's impactful contribution to "I Thank God" by Maverick City

ascended to the top spot, reaching #1 and transcending linguistic boundaries with translations into

various languages. Now, as an established Gospel artist, he is on the brink of unveiling his highly

anticipated sophomore album, "You're Gonna See It," featuring top artist such as, Tasha Cobbs-Leonard,

Naomi Raine, William Murphy, Kelontae Gavin, and many more… promising an uplifting and

transformative musical experience.

As a leader surpassing his years, Enrique Holmes remains steadfast in fulfilling his purpose and serving

as an example of sonship and God's transformative power to his generation. An Atlanta native and the

youngest of three siblings, Enrique is committed to walking out his full purpose with passion and

conviction.


